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ABSTRACT 
The general theory of a pair of linear transformations, acting between two finite 
dimensional complex vector spaces in opposite directions, is elucidated. A complete 
classification from a geometric point of view is obtained. With respect to suitable 
bases in the two spaces, the two transformations appear as matrices having certain 
special form, analogues of the Jordan canonical form for one linear transformation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The word “reciprocal” of the title refers to a pair of linear transformations 
acting between two vector spaces in opposite directions, thus A : V + W, 
B :W + V. And by “structure theory” we mean the description and classifica- 
tion of the possibilities of such pairs from the purely geometric point of view. 
Thus if the pair A, B act between the spaces V, W as above, and if A’, B’ is 
another pair acting between the possibly different spaces V’, W’ “in the 
same manner” (that is to say, if nonsingular linear transformations R : V -+ V’, 
S : W + W’ exist such that A’ = SAR-‘, B’ = RBS’), then we say that 
the two pairs A, B and A’, B ’ are geometrically the same. It is then 
a question of studying and classifying the equivalence classes under this 
concept of equivalence. 
A very closely related question has been studied before by H. Flanders 
[l], in a study that focuses on the composite transformations AB : W + W 
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and BA : V + V, each mapping a space into itself. This paper relies heavily 
on the theory of elementary divisors of linear transformations. As a matter of 
fact, there are studies of this and related situations in greater generality, 
namely, allowing not just two, but an arbitrary finite number of vector spaces, 
together with various transformations between some of them (see [4], where 
other references are to be found). It turns out that if the generality is too 
great, then some problems of this type are beyond proper mathematical 
classification, so that the main task of the theory is to separate out the 
“accessible” problems in the general class. This is accomplished in [4], to 
which we refer the interested reader. Our theory fits into the general scheme 
as a very particular case. It is hoped, however, that in treating the topic in an 
elementary way it will be useful to readers whose preparation includes only 
generally taught facts of linear algebra. 
The techniques of our study are patterned on the theory of the Jordan 
canonical form for matrices, as exposed, for instance in the book of Halmos 
[3]. There one studies a single transformation A : V + V of a vector space V 
into itself, and another transformation A’ : V’ + V’ is declared equivalent to 
it if there is a nonsingular R : V -+ V’ such that A’ = RAE-‘. In each 
equivalence class one finds a certain standard matrix form (Jordan canonical 
form) which is a direct sum of not further decomposable matrices (Jordan 
blocks). Th e e mva ence q 1 classes are then characterized and classified by the 
number and type of J or d an blocks that occur in the corresponding Jordan 
form. 
There is actually an even simpler classification problem in linear algebra, 
namely the study of one transformation between two difirent spaces, 
A : V + W. Here the appropriate equivalence concept between A and 
another transformation A’ is the existence of nonsingular R : V + V’ and 
S : W + W’ such that A’ = SAR-I. In this situation the equivalence classes 
are characterized completely by the nonnegative integer r = rank A that 
satisfies 0 < r < m, n, where m = dim V, n = dim W; and A itself is equiv- 
alent to an m by n matrix that has the r by r unit matrix in its upper left 
hand corner and zeros elsewhere. 
It will be seen that in our problem too, there will emerge a certain 
canonical form for the matrices equivalent to our pair A, B. These matrices, 
representing A and B with respect to certain bases in V and W, can be built 
by a process of direct summation from certain indecomposable pairs which 
are the analogues of the Jordan blocks. And again, classification is achieved by 
listing the number and type of indecomposable building blocks that occur in 
the standard matrix form. 
In all that follows, by vector space we shall mean one of finite dimension 
and over the complex field of scalars. 
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2. DECOMPOSITION INTO NILPOTENT AND NONSINGULAR 
PARTS 
Before we discuss decomposition, we must specify the nature of the 
“summands” by definitions suitable to the topic at hand. 
If V, is a subspace of V, we write V, c V or, in case the subspace is 
proper, V, c V. If V,, Vi G V such that V, n V, = 0 (the null or trivial 
subspace), we write V = V,, @ Vi for the direct sum {uO + o, E V : oO E V,, 
z)i E Vi}. If A : V -+ W is a linear transformation, we write AV for its range 
1 Av E W : v E V} c W. With this notation fixed, we define the concept of 
direct sum decomposition for a reciprocal pair of linear transformations. We 
say that the pair A, B acting between vector spaces V, W decomposes into a 
direct sum if subspaces V,, Vi G V and W,, W, c W exist such that V = 
V,, @ Vi, W = W,, @ W,, AV, G W,, SW, c V,,, AV, G W,, and SW, G 
V,. In such a case the nature of the reciprocal pair A, B is completely 
elucidated by its restrictions to act between the subspaces V,, W, and the 
subspaces Vi, W, respectively. 
There is a concept of nilpotence, the analogue of the usual notion for a 
single transformation. The reciprocal pair A, B is said to be nilpotent if every 
sufficiently long product (composition) of factors A and B vanishes. Note 
that in our situation there are only products whose factors are altematingly A 
and B, for only such make sense. Thus a pair A, B is nilpotent if and only if 
BA (or equivalently AB) is nilpotent in the usual sense. We shall call the 
smallest integer 9 such that both products having 9 factors vanishes the 
index of nilpotence, or simply the index. 
A reciprocal pair A, B is said to be nonsingular if both transformations 
A : V + W and B : W + V are nonsingular, that is to say, if both dim 
( AV) = dim V and dim( SW) = dim W. As is easily seen, this condition 
implies that dim V = dim W. 
THEOREM 1. For any reciprocal pair A, B of linear transformations 
there is a direct sum decomposition of the vector spaces between which they 
act <for definition see above) such that the restriction to one summand is 
nilpotent, and the restriction to the other summand is nonsingular.’ 
Proof. from standard linear algebra’ we take the fact that uniquely 
determined subspaces V,, V, G V, invariant under BA, with direct sum V 
’ It can of course happen that one of the terms of the direct sum is absent. 
’ See for instance $58 of Halmos [2]. 
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exist, such that the restriction of BA to the first summand is nilpotent, and 
to the second summand nonsingular. Explicitly, V, = null (BA)Y and V, = 
(BA)qV, where “null” means nullspace (kernel), and where 4 is the smallest 
positive integer such that null (BA)” = null (BA)*+ ’ (succeeding nullspaces 
all being equal). S imilarly, W is decomposed into a direct sum of W, and W, 
by analogous formulae, replacing BA with AB, and with a possibly different 
positive integer p in the role of the former 4. 
Let j be a positive integer restricted only by j > 4, so that null (BA)j = 
null (BA)j+ ‘. Let w be any vector in null( AB)j+‘; then evidently Bw 
lies in null ( BA)j+ 2 = null (BA)j, so that ( AB)j+'w = 0. This shows that 
null( AB)j+ 2 c null ( AB)j+ l, and since the inclusion in the other direction is 
trivial, equality holds, yielding j + 1 > p. This argument shows c~ 2 p - 1, 
and by the analogous reasoning one obtains also p > q - 1. We conclude 
then that necessarily 14 - p 1 < 1. 
Let now v be any vector in V,, so that (BA)yv = 0. Then (AB)qAv = 0, 
SO that with 4 G p + 1, (AZ?) P+ ‘Av = 0 as well. This shows that Av lies in 
null(AB)P” = null( AB)p = W, as required. Moreover, the reciprocal pair 
restricted to act between V, and W, is nilpotent, since a sufficiently long 
product involves (BA)q, which vanishes on V,,. 
In the remainder of this section we show that the reciprocal pair A, B 
restricted to act between the subspaces V, = (BA)YV and W, = ( AB)"W is 
nonsingular. The dimension of V, is the sum of the algebraic multiplicities of 
the nonvanishing roots of the characteristic equation det( BA - AZ,,,) = 0; 
and the dimension of W, is defined similarly in terms of det( AB - AZ,) = 
0. Since we may, we choose bases in V and W so that the matrix of A with 
respect to these bases has the r by r unit matrix I, in its upper left corner 
and zeros elsewhere. With respect to these same bases B will have a certain 
r by r matrix, say B,, in its upper left hand comer. Then both BA and AB, 
square matrices of size m by m and n by n respectively, have B, in the 
upper left corner, followed by zero columns for BA and zero rows for AB. 
This shows that the characteristic polynomial of BA is (- A>‘,- r det( B, - 
AZ,), and that of AB is (-h)“- r det( B, - AZ,). The nonvanishing roots of 
both are the same. Therefore dim V, = dim W,. 
Suppose now that p < q (the argument is similar in the other case). For a 
vector 0 in V, there is a u0 in V such that v = (BA)Yv,. Then Au = 
(AB)P(AB)q-PAv, lies in the subspace (AB)PW = W,; this shows that AV, 
is a subspace of W,. By hypothesis BA restricted to V, is nonsingular, 
whence A itself, if so restricted, is nonsingular. Therefore dim AV, = dim Vi; 
and similarly dim( BW,) = dim W,. Then dim V, = dim( AV,) =G dim W, = 
dim V, shows that AV, = W,. Similarly, BW, = V, as well. This shows that 
the pair A, B restricted to act between V, and W, is nonsingular. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. n 
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3. NONSINGULAR RECIPROCAL PAIRS 
For use below, we note here certain elementary facts about lower 
triangular Toeplitz matrices. These are square matrices M, of size k by k say, 
whose entries Mi j depend only on the difference of the subscripts; thus 
Mi, j = u~_~ for 1 &j < i < k and 0 otherwise. Such a matrix determined by 
the sequence Iaj\= “, 1, 2,. will be denoted M(a). These matrices multiply by 
a simple formal rule: The product of two is again one of them, M(a)M(b) = 
M(c), where the generating sequence c of the product is the Cauchy product 
of the generating sequences a and b of the factors. (This means that the 
formal power series with coefficients cj is the product of the formal power 
series with coefficients uj and that with coefficients bj.> It follows from this 
that if a, # 0, then M(u) is invertible, and its inverse M(u)-’ = M(b), 
where the sequence b is obtained as the coefficients of the power series that 
is the formal reciprocal of the power series with coefficients uj. Also, if one 
puts a = b and assumes c0 # 0, the resulting equation M(a)’ = M(c) can 
be solved for M(a), uniquely up to the obvious ambiguity of sign. We then 
write M(a) = M(c)‘12 (the ambiguity in sign causes no difficulty). In a 
similar way, one has M(c)-‘/‘, and even with other rational exponents, 
although we do not need these here. 
Of interest for us is the Jordan k by k block with eigenvalue A, 
J&A) = M(h, l,O,O,. . . ), whose coefficient sequence gives rise to the gener- 
ating function A + z. But from the binomial theorem we know that A1/2CC 
(+,j)(z/A)j = (A + z) ‘I2 holds if A # 0 and 1 .zl < 1 Al. This shows that we 
have the explicit form for the square root of the Jordan block: Jk(A)i/’ = 
M(A”2 C(’ l)A1’2 
h-312 ) .‘. . ).‘If J 
. . > and similarly Jk(A)- ‘I2 = M(A- ‘12, C( - f, 1) 
’ ; 1s an matrix in Jordan canonical form, it is a direct sum of 
matrices of the form J,(A) f or various k and A. It is nonsingular precisely if 
none of the A that occur vanish. In this case we denote by Ji/’ and ~-i/’ 
the matrices obtained by replacing each Jordan block by its square root or the 
reciprocal of its square root. 
THEOREM 2. Zf A, B is a nonsingular reciprocal pair of transformations, 
the Jordan canonical forms of BA and AB ure the same. This Jordan from J 
seroes to classify completely the nonsingular reciprocal pairs. Moreover, 
buses exist in the zjector spaces V and W such that with respect to these buses 
both A and B appear as the matrix ]‘I’. 
Proof. By hypothesis we have dim V = dim W, and A is invertible. 
Thus the identity AB = A( BA)A- ’ is meaningful and displays the conjugacy 
of AB and BA, whence their Jordan canonical form is the same. 
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To say that the Jordan canonical forms J completely classify the equiva- 
lence classes of nonsingular reciprocal pairs means two things. First, equiv- 
alent pairs must have the same Jordan form. Second, inequivalent pairs must 
have different Jordan form, or what is the same, if the Jordan forms coincide, 
then the pairs must be equivalent. Let then A, B and A’, B ’ be equivalent, 
say A’ = SAK1, B’ = RBS-I. Then A’B’ = SABS-‘, so that A’B’ and 
AZ3 have the same Jordan form, as required. In the other direction, sup- 
pose that A’B ’ and AB have the same Jordan form J. Then a conjugacy 
A’B ’ = SABS-’ exists with some nonsingular S. Since by hypothesis all four 
of the transformations A, B, A’, and B’ are nonsingular, we can write the 
last equation in the form A’ = SA(B’SB-‘)-’ = SAK’, thereby defining 
R. Then also B ’ = RBK ‘, as required. 
It remains to verify the statement about the bases. Let n = dim V = 
dim W, and let (v,, 02,. . . , II,,) be a basis for V with respect to which BA, 
acting from V to V, has the Jordan matrix J, so that BAv, = CjJjiuj 
(1 < i < n). Define the vectors wi in W by the formula wi = Cj(J-‘/2)ji Avj. 
Since A is nonsingular, as is J -1/Z the w. are linearly independent. One 
verifies then that on the one hand’ Xj(J’/“)jiwj = Avi, and on the other, 
Bwi = C~(J’/2),ivj. This displays the same matrix J1j2 for the transforma- 
tions A and B with respect to the chosen bases {vi} in V and {wi) in W. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. n 
It may be noted in passing that if instead of the wi one had chosen the 
perhaps more natural Av, as basis vectors in W, one would of course have 
obtained the unit matrix for the transformation A and the matrix J for B. 
This choice does not do justice to the inherently symmetrical role A and B 
play in the nonsingular case. The symmetry is better displayed by the use of 
the bases chosen above, even at the expense of the perhaps less familiar 
matrix J112. 
4. THE INDECOMPOSABLE NILPOTENT RECIPROCAL PAIRS 
It will be useful to study here certain particular nilpotent reciprocal pairs 
of transformations, and to defer to the next section the question of what role 
they play in the structure theory of general nilpotent pairs. 
We define these reciprocal pairs by means of their matrices with respect 
to the natural bases in the two spaces V = Cm and W = C” between which 
they act. In all cases we shall have lm - 121 < 1. As before, we denote by Zk 
the k by k unit matrix. Jk will stand for the k by k Jordan block with zero 
eigenvalue and entries 1 only along the subdiagonal [Jk(0) in the previous 
notation]. By Z; we denote the k by k + 1 matrix arising from I, by 
adjoining an extra column of zeros on the right, and by Ji the k + 1 by k 
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matrix arising from Jk+ i by deleting its rightmost column consisting of 0 
entries. For each positive integer k we define four reciprocal matrix pairs as 
shown in Table 1. These could be called canonical indecomposable nilpotent 
reciprocal matrix pairs (the name being justified further below), but we shall 
call them simply canonical pairs. 
An examination of the table reveals a number of properties: 
(a) The pairs are nilpotent. For the first two types this is evident on 
account of (Jl;)k = 0. For the last two it follows from the identities Ii]; = Jk 
and J; Ii =Jk+,. 
(b) The index of nilpotence is in all cases given by the formula q = dim 
V + dimW. 
(c) Exactly one of the two alternating products of A’s and B’s of length 
y - 1 does not vanish. For the first type this product is A(BA)k- ‘, for 
the second B( AB)k-l, for the third (BA)k, for the fourth ( AB)k. And the 
nonvanishing product is in all cases a matrix whose sole nonvanishing entry is 
a 1 in the lower left hand corner. This nonvanishing product will be denoted 
P in the following. 
(d) In all cases one can find a vector (in V or in W, as the case may be) 
such that the q vectors formed by acting on it with the q applicable 
subproducts (including the empty product 1) of P form the union of a base 
for V with a base for W. Such a vector will be called a generating vector. 
An example makes this clear. Take k = 2, dim V = 3, dim W = 2 (third 
type in the table), 
Then ( AB)' = 0, but 
0 0 0 
P=(BA)"= [ o o o 1 ~0. 
1 0 0 
TABLE 1 
CANONICAL NII.POTENT PAIKS 
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For a generating vector no in V such that Pu, f 0 we may take for example 
1 
v()= 0. II 0 
Then this vector, together with BAv, and (BA)‘v,, forms a basis for V, 
while Av, and ABAv, form a basis for W. 
(e> The pairs are indecomposable. By this is meant that if V and W are 
written as direct sums, the summands being invariant under the action of A 
and B, then one or the other pair of the direct sum is trivial. The proof of 
this assertion will be illustrated by the concrete case of the above example, 
but the idea obviously works in all cases and arbitrary k. With P = (BA)2 
and Pv, # 0 we can write uniquely Pv, = v1 + v2 with v1 in V, and v2 
in V,, the subspaces into whose direct sum V is decomposed. Assume for 
definiteness that v1 # 0. In terms of the basis for V constructed in (d) above 
we write v2 = coo0 + ci BAv, + c,( BAj2v,. On the one hand, v2 lying in V, 
implies that (BA) 2v2 lies there too; on the other hand, this vector is of the 
form co Pv, = c,,(zjl + v,), whence c,, must vanish. Then we argue the same 
way about BAv, , reaching the conclusion that ci too vanishes; and in the end 
also c2. Thus v2 = 0, and so Pv, lies in Vi. This argument in fact applies to 
any vector v in V,, showing that V, = {O}. A similar argument in W, assumed 
to have been decomposed into the direct summands W, and W,, shows that 
W, = {O} too. Thus we see that the direct sum decomposition is trivial, as 
claimed. 
The reader will no doubt have noticed that the products P # 0 of 
maximal length that can be formed from A and B factors are all distinct for 
the various types listed in the table. And conversely, every alternating product 
of A and B factors yields the P for one such type. It is natural to use this 
circumstance for labeling the various types; and a convenient notation to this 
end is as follows. Let (Y and /!I be two abstract symbols, and let T = 
{ff, P, QP, Pa, opcy, PaP,. . . } be the set of “alternating words” formed 
from them. Every element of T is a label for precisely one of the matrix pairs 
of the table. Thus if (T E T we denote by M,, N, the corresponding matrices 
A and B, for instance Mpap, = 16 and NPasU = 1;. We speak of canonical 
pairs of type (T. 
Canonical pairs are uniquely characterized by property (b) above. 
THEOREM 3. Let A, B be an arbitrary nilpotent reciprocal pair acting 
between the spaces V, W, and having index 4 > 2. A necessary and s@cient 
condition for this pair to be equivalent to one of the matrix pairs M,, N, is 
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q=dimV+di m W. Moreover, the type to which it is equivalent is one of 
the two for which l(a > = q - 1, where I( a) is the length of the word m. 
Proof. The necessity of the condition is obvious, since the dimensions of 
V and W are invariants under the equivalence concept, and the condition is 
just property (b) f or canonic matrix pairs. Suppose then that the condition 
q = dim V + dim W holds. Then at least one of the two products of A and 
B factors having length q - 1, say P, does not vanish; let the type of this 
product be (T E T. For the sake of definiteness, assume that the rightmost 
symbol in (T is (Y (i.e., P = ... A). Then there is a vector v0 in V such that 
P does not annihilate it. Consider the sequence of vectors ug, An,, BAv,, 
ABAv,, . . . , Pv,, altematingly belonging to V and W. None of them can 
vanish (otherwise Pv, = 0 would follow). But more is true. Those belonging 
to V are independent, and those belonging to W are independent. Indeed, if 
a nontrivial linear relation cj(BA)jvC, + cj+ ,(BA)j+l + 1.1 = 0, cj # 0, is 
assumed, we can reduce it to the form c.Pv, = 0 by multiplying it by 
a suitably long product ... BA that kills all but the first term, leading to a 
contradiction. The same argument works for the vectors in W. As the total 
number of the vectors is q, those belonging to V must form a basis for it, and 
similarly for W. The matrices of A and B with respect to these bases are just 
the M, and N, respectively (in the cases considered, the first or the third 
lines in the table, depending on whether q = 2k or q = 2k + 1). This 
completes the proof. n 
5. THE GENERAL NILPOTENT CASE 
Just as in the theory of a single linear transformation of a space into itself, 
by the process of direct summation one can form new reciprocal pairs from 
old ones, and if the old ones are nilpotent, so is the new one. Thus from the 
raw material of the previous section one can build more complicated nilpo- 
tent reciprocal pairs. These are direct sums of the pairs M,, N,, , with a given 
type possibly occurring several times. But in addition to this, one may adjoin 
extra rows of zeros to the matrix of A with corresponding columns of zeros in 
B, and/or vice versa. 
Our purpose in this section is to show that, up to equivalence, this 
exhausts all possibilities. 
In the following it will be convenient to use the notation span v to denote 
the vector subspace of V consisting of all linear combinations of v, BAv, 
(W2~, . . . for any vector v in V; and similarly in W, where powers of AB 
are used. 
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THEOREM 4. Let A, B be a nilpotent reciprocal pair of transformations 
acting between the vector spaces V and W, with index q > 2, and let P be the 
product of q - 1 f ct a ors A and B with rightmost factor A. Suppose that 
P # 0,3 and let v0 be a vector in V not annihilated by P. Then there are 
subspaces Vi of V and W, of W such that V is the direct sum of span v0 and 
V,, and W is the direct sum of span( Av,) and W,, and such that A maps V, 
into W, and B maps W, into V,. 
In other words, under the given hypotheses there is a direct sum 
decomposition, one of whose summands is an indecomposable nilpotent pair 
of type cr, where cr is the type of the product P. 
Proof. The idea is induction on the index of nilpotence, q. We consider 
the simplest case q = 2 first. This means that AB = 0, BA = 0, but A # 0 
with rank A = r > 1. With respect to suitable bases (v,, va, . . . , vr,. . . , vu,,) 
for V and (w,, w2,. . .,Wr,..., w,,) for W, the matrix of A has I, in its upper 
left corner, zeros elsewhere. A simple computation shows that the matrix of 
B has nonvanishing entries only in the lower right m - r by n - r corner. 
Take v0 = v,, so that Au,, = wl; then both span va and span Aw,) are 
one-dimensional. The vectors u2, . . . , urn form the basis for V,, the vectors 
Wz,..., W, for W,; and the conclusions of the theorem are satisfied. This 
takes care of the case q = 2. 
Next, assume the induction hypothesis that the theorem holds for q - 1, 
where q > 3. 
We consider now the restriction of the pair of transformations B, A to act 
between the spaces AV and BW? Th’ f is orms a reciprocal pair, nilpotent of 
index q - 1. We distinguish two cases. If q is odd, q = 2k + 1, the product 
P of the hyp o th esis in the theorem is ( BA)k. Then ( BA)k- ’ is a nonvanishing 
product of q - 2 factors that plays the same role for our restricted pair as did 
P for the original pair. If q is even, q = 2k, then P = ( ABjk-‘A, and the 
distinguished product for the restricted pair is ( ABjkp’. In either case 
the hypotheses for the theorem with index q - 1 are fulfilled. 
Thus subspaces W; of AV and Vi’ of BW exist such that AV is the 
direct sum of span( Au,,) and W;, and BW is the direct sum of span( BAv,) 
and Vi, and such that B maps W; into Vi while A maps the opposite 
3 If this is not the case, then necessarily the other product of the same length does not 
vanish, and then the corresponding conclusion can be drawn with the roles of A and B 
interchanged. 
4 No explicit notation will be used to distinguish the restriction of a transformation to a 
subspace of its domain. 
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direction. The vector Au, in AV plays of course the same role here as o,, for 
the unrestricted pair. We need to find V, and W, and verify for them the 
requisite properties claimed in the theorem. Again, we distinguish odd and 
even q. 
For odd q, Pv, lies in V. In this case we let V, be the subspace of V 
formed by those vectors v for which Au lies in W,‘. This subspace can be 
decomposed” as a direct sum of three subspaces: span( Pv,), V,‘, and a third 
subspace, say V,“. We then define V, to be the direct sum of these last two 
summands, or, to express it roughly, V, is what remains of Gil after the 
one-dimensional subspace spank Pv,) is “subtracted.” By the analogous defini- n 
tion, W, is the set of u; in W for which Bw lies in V;, but this serves to 
define W, directly without further ado: W, = W,. 
For even q, Pv, lies in W. In this case it is V, that is defined simply to be 
ci, while W, must be defined in a manner analogous to V, before. 
We carry out the detailed justification for these definitions for odd q, the 
case of even q being left to the reader. 
Writing q = 2k + 1, one has span(Pv,) = span[( BA)%,] c spank BAv,), 
and since BW = span(BAv,) @ Vi, we see that span(Pv,) n Vi = {O}, so 
that it makes sense to speak of the direct sum of these trivially int:rsecting 
subspaces. B;t inasmuch as AV; c Wi’, we also have V; c V,, while 
span(Pv,) c Vi follows from AP = 0 ( AP is a product of q factors). These 
considerations justify the direct sum decomposition Gil = span(Pv,) @ Vi’ @ 
V,“. Of course V,” may just be the null subspace, and if not, then not unique; 
but here only existence is at stake. We have now Vi’ G Vi, but also W; c W,, 
for if w lies in W; then Bw lies in V; so that w is a vector in W,. Thus 
AV, c AC, c W; L W, and BW, c V,’ c V,, the properties of Vi and W, 
required for the theorem. We still need to show that the two subspaces 
span v,, and V, yield a direct sum decomposition of V. So let o be any vec- 
tor in V, and write Av = Au’ + w with some v’ in span v0 and w in Wi’. 
Then the difference v - v ’ lies in Gi, so that on account of the direct sum ,. 
decomposition of V, it can also be written in the form CPU, + v, with some 
number c and some vector v1 in V,. But Pv, lies in span va, so v = (v ’ + 
cPv,) + v1 is a decomposition of the arbitrary v as a sum of vectors, one 
in span v0 and one in Vi. To show the uniqueness of such a decomposition 
one needs (span vO> n V, = (0). Suppose then that v belongs to the inter- 
section. In terms of the basis for span va, we write then v = coo0 + 
c,BAv, + ... +c~(BA)~v~~ E Vi c cl, implying Av E W,‘, but Av E 
span( Av,), and recalling that these last two spaces intersect only trivially, we 
see that Av = 0, or what is the same, c,) = c, = ... = ck_, = 0. Thus 
5 This will be shown below. 
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v =ckPv,,, b u as v lies in V, as well as in span(Pva) (these intersect only t 
trivially), ck = 0 too, so that v = 0 as required. The verification that W is the 
direct sum of span( Av,) and W, is similar and even simpler. We leave this 
for the reader, an argument closely patterned on the above. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. n 
The significance of the theorem is that it allows one to extract from the 
general nilpotent pair a canonically indecomposable pair equivalent to one of 
the matrix pairs it!,, N, studied in the previous section. What “remains” is 
again a nilpotent pair to which the process is applicable, in general. After a 
finite number of steps, the result of which is a direct sum of certain matrix 
pairs M,, N, , some of which may occur repeatedly, one arrives at one of the 
following situations. It can be that in the last step the dimension condition of 
Theorem 3 is satisfied, in which case our given pair A, B is revealed as 
equivalent to a direct sum of a finite number of canonical matrix pairs. It can 
also happen that in the end one of the two “remainder spaces” V,, W, is null 
but not the other. Or, even if both are nontrivial, it can happen that the index 
of the pair A, B restricted to them sinks below 2, which means AV, = (0) 
and BW, = (0). In these cases the matrices for A and B, with respect to 
suitable bases, will, in addition to the direct sums already mentioned, also 
contain extra rows and/or columns consisting entirely of 0 entries. Thus 
one arrives at a complete description of the canonical form of an arbitrary 
nilpotent reciprocal pair of transformations. 
6. UNIQUENESS 
The decomposition of reciprocal pairs into nonsingular and nilpotent parts 
(Theorem 1) is unique, as stated in the theorem. The Jordan form J that is 
used for the classification of the nonsingular part (Theorem 2) is also unique, 
in the customary sense that the multiplicity of occurrence of a given type of 
Jordan block is determined by the given reciprocal pair. An analogous 
uniqueness statement holds for the canonical form of the nilpotent part as 
well, but a separate proof is needed, for in the direct sum decomposition 
treated in Section 5 certain arbitrary choices have occurred. 
We consider the matrices for the nilpotent pair A, B with respect to 
suitable bases for the spaces V, W. These are direct sums, respectively, of the 
matrices M,, N, ,6 as described previously. We denote by v, the number of 
times the pair M,, N, occurs in the direct sum. 
’ Extra columns and/or rows of zeros are also allowed. 
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THEOREM 5. For each u in T, v, is uniquely determined by the 
nilpotent reciprocal pair A, B, and is invariant under the equivalence con- 
cept. The sequence of numbers (v, : CT E T} is a complete invariant for the 
classification of nilpotent pairs, subject only to the conditions C, v,l,(a) < 
m = dimV and C,v,l,(u) =g n = dim W, where l,(a) and le(cr> are the 
numbers of occurrences of a and p, respectively, in the word U. 
We need a little preparation and some notation for the proof. If r is a 
word in T, we denote by II,( A, B) the product (composite transformation) 
formed from A and B factors by replacing in r each occurrence of cr with 
A, and p with B. For instance, IIaP,( A, B) = ABA is a transformation from 
V into W. We let r, = r,( A, B) denote the rank of the transformation 
II,( A, B). These r7 are evidently invariant under our equivalence concept 
and therefore may be read off the d irect sum representation of A and B as 
matrices: r, = C, v,C, ~, where C, ~ = rank 111,( M, , N,). These numbers 
are certain universal nonnegative integers, for instance C,, 13aBuS = rank 
(MP~l=?~P N&a&r ) = rank(J,Z,) = rank 1s = 2. The general rule is this: C,, ~ 
is the number of times the word T occurs as an uninterrupted subword of cr. 
By examining our example, and a few more from Table 1 in Section 4, the 
reader will come to see the truth of this proposition; but we do not actually 
need it, save for the following special cases. If l(7) > l(a) then C,, ~ = 0, 
since under these conditions II,( M, , N,) vanishes. This is still true when the 
lengths of r and cr are the same, provided the two words are not the same 
(e.g. apa and Pap). On the other hand C,, ~ = I for all words (T, since 
111,( M,, N,) is by definition th e maximal nonvanishing product that can be 
formed from the matrices M, and N,, and this is a matrix with sole 
nonvanishing entry I in the lower left comer [cf. Section 4, property (c)l. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let q be the index of nilpotence of the pair A, B. 
Since the index of the matrix pair M,, N, is Z(o) + 1, q is the largest of the 
numbers I( a> + 1 for which v, # 0. Hence the sum in r, = C, v~C,, (r is 
finite, being limited by I(V) < q. But, by what we have seen above, it is also 
limited on the low side by l(a) > l(7), so that we can rewrite it in the form 
r, = V~ + C, where the sum now runs only over those cr for which l(r) < 
l(a) < q holds. Th ese linear equations for the unknowns v, can then 
be solved uniquely in terms of the r,, starting with l(7) = q - 1 (in which 
case the sum is empty), then l(7) = q - 2, q - 3, etc. The result is an 
expression for the v’s as a linear combination of the r’s with integer 
coefficients (positive, negative, or zero). Since the r’s are uniquely deter- 
mined by the equivalence class of the pair A, B, we now see that so are the 
v’s. Moreover, if we are given two pairs A, B and A’, B ’ such that the two 
sequences {v,} and { v6_} differ, then the ranks rm and r-A also must differ for 
at least one (T, showing that the two pairs are not equivalent. 
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The inequalities mentioned in the last part of the theorem follow from the 
fact that the sizes of the matrices M,, N, are IO(u) by Z,(a) and Z,(a) by 
Zp(a ), respectively, and the direct sums with specified multiplicities must “fit 
into” the n by m and the m by n matrices of A and B. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. n 
It is perhaps worth noting that the sequence {r, : (T E T} is also a 
complete invariant for the classification of nilpotent pairs A, B. But the r’s 
cannot be arbitrarily chosen, because the solution for the multiplicities v 
must yield nonnegative integers, and indeed ones satisfying the inequalities 
in the theorem. This requirement leads to a rather complicated system of 
inequalities on the r’s, even for moderate values of the index q. 
7. AN APPLICATION 
The purpose of this last section is to offer an application of the foregoing 
theory to a classification problem that, at first glance, seems unrelated to it. 
Let G be the group of all isometries of the real line regarded as a metric 
space. The elements of G are, first, the translations 7, : x + x + a, and 
second, the reflections p, : x + 2a - x. We pose the following problem: 
Determine all finite dimensional continuous matrix representations of G, and 
classify them up to equivalence by similarity of the corresponding linear 
transformations. What is required here is two families T, and R, (a E rW> of 
linear transformations acting in a finite dimensional vector space, with TO = 
Z (the identity), such that the same rule of composition holds as for the 
corresponding transformations r, and p,. These are T,T, = To+b, T,R, = 
R hio/2, R,T, = Ra-b,2, R,R, = T20-2h. Two solutions of these conditions 
are regarded as equivalent if they arise from each other by a similarity 
(conjugation) with a fixed nonsingular linear transformation between the two 
vector spaces. 
It is well known7 that for the first of these conditions the most general 
continuous solution is T, = eaK, where K is a fixed linear transformation. 
Letting R, = J, we obtain from the second and third conditions the identity 
eaK~ = J~~“K, which implies KJ = -]K. The fourth condition yields J” = 1. 
But conversely, if one has two matrices J and K, anticommuting with each 
other, and the square of the first one being the identity, then T, can be 
defined in terms of K as above, R, can be defined as T2J, and then all our 
conditions of composition are seen to be satisfied. This shows that the whole 
group representation problem is simply a matter of obtaining all solutions of 
J’ = I, JK = -KJ, and classifying them up to similarity. 
’ First proved, apparently, by G. P6lya [3]. 
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J"=Z has two t”1 nvla solutions J = Z and J = -I. In both cases, 
necessarily K = 0, so that one obtains in the first case the identity representa- 
tion of G (T, = R, = I), and in the second case the “alternating” represen- 
tation (T, = I, R, = -I). Apart from these two trivial cases, J must have 
both 1 and - 1 as eigenvalues, whence its matrix with respect to a suitable 
basis has a certain number, say m, of l’s along the diagonal, and a certain 
number, say n, of - l’s, and O’s elsewhere. In other words, the vector space 
on which our representing matrices act is a direct sum of V with dim V = m, 
and W with dim W = n, and J is the identity on V, the negative identity on 
W. One easily sees now that the condition JK = -K] requires K to map V 
into W and W into V, so that the matrix form of K has an m by m square 
block of O’s at the upper left and an n by n square block of O’s at the lower 
right. We may write the remaining possibly nonvanishing entries of K as 
A (the lower left n by m block) and B (the upper right m by n block). 
The remaining freedom of choosing bases amounts to choosing arbitrary 
bases in V and independently in W. We see then that we arrive this way 
at a reciprocal pair A, B acting between the vector spaces V, W, and that 
our group representation classification problem ends up as the problem of 
classifying reciprocal pairs up to equivalence, a problem completely clarified 
in this article. 
The writer wishes to express his pleasure of having had a number of very 
profitable conversations on the subject of this article with the late Professor 
Max Zorn. He is also grateful to Professor Paul R. Halmos for recalling 
Reference [Zl, and to the referee for bringing the general theo y mentioned in 
IdI to his attention. 
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